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The Mirror Thief has ratings and reviews. karen said: we sometimes find that our most
momentous decisions are unseen by us as we make them.The Mirror Thief is a debut novel
authored by Martin Seay. "Set in three different versions of Venice during three different time
periods it follows Mark.“A remarkable novel—magical, sweeping, epic, and monstrous. The
Mirror Thief is a tour de force of writing that defies all labels and genres: three interwoven.A
globetrotting, time-bending, wildly entertaining masterpiece hailed by the New York Times
Book Review as "Audaciously well written the book I was raving.“The Mirror Thief” is
Martin Seay's debut novel, and it arrived covered in prepublication blurbs from indie
booksellers proclaiming its brilliance.From Las Vegas to California to Venice, examples of
deceit and concealment constantly echo each other in an exceptionally.The weirdest and most
ambitious novel of thus far, The Mirror Thief, was written by the Executive Secretary of
Wheeling, Illinois—a.'The Mirror Thief' Reflects 3 Transfixing Tales bet that Martin Seay,
author of the transfixing debut novel The Mirror Thief, feels the same way.Martin Seay's debut
novel The Mirror Thief takes the city as its subject — the city as it exists on the ground and in
the characters' minds and.Illinois Reads has chosen THE MIRROR THIEF as one of its titles
for adult readers, to be featured on a statewide basis through outreach to libraries and."The
Space Between Us" helmer Peter Chelsom is attached to write and direct and adaptation of
"The Mirror Thief," sources confirmed to.I finished The Mirror Thief by Martin Seay with as
many questions as answers. The page multi-storyline novel has drawn comparisons to.The
Mirror Thief by Martin Seay has an overall rating of Rave based on 8 book reviews.In its
first-annual Chirby awards, the Chicago Review of Books has named THE MIRROR THIEF
the best debut of from a list of.Summary and reviews of The Mirror Thief by Martin Seay,
plus links to a book excerpt from The Mirror Thief and author biography of Martin Seay.
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